Abstract: Dispersion is one of the basic problems in the optical fiber communication. Chromatic dispersion is one of this type of dispersion. Nowadays we require high data transmission without any substantial loss in a communication system, so optical communication serves as a better choice for high data rate transmission. However it has a dispersion problem. To overcome dispersion in an optical communication system, we proposed a novel type of method to reduce chromatics dispersion in this paper. The proposed method is experimentally implemented and analysed. The eye diagram analysis test confirms achievement of complete reduction of chromatic dispersion in the fiber at long distance communication. Optisystem version 12.0.2 was used as a software tool for experimental validation of proposed method. Optical fiber system implemented in this experiment was designed for bit rate 2.5Gbps at wavelength 1550nm.
Introduction
Nowadays, with high growth of internet a need of a high capacity of network systems is felt. Demand for higher bandwidth and capacity have become much more challenging factor for a service provider. In these conditions optical communication is most favourable medium for delivering data to the user with excellent bandwidth and transmission performance among the existing communication techniques. An optical transmission system suffers from an inherent problem of dispersion. This is the main concern for a optical communication network [1] . Dispersions of transmitted optical signal cause distortion for both digital as well as analog signal. Dispersion in the fiber is one of the limiting factors to decide how much data can be sent along alive. Single Mode Fiber use in the high-speed fiber communication network suffers from the dispersion type known as chromatic dispersion. The Chromatic dispersion has a wavelength dependant nature. The Erbium dope fiber amplifier (EDFA), is considered as a better candidate for high data rate transmission. EDFA works on 1550nm wavelength, at that wavelength Single Mode Fiber (SMF) dispersion measured is nearly about 15-20ps/(nm.km -1 ) [2] . So it shows that dispersion is the main problem of long distance communication. Also when optical network moves from 2.5Gbps to 10Gbps and onward the acceptable tolerance of dispersion is drastically reduced. Dispersion is reduced by the factor of 16 when moving 2.5Gbps to 10Gbps and by and an additional factor of 16 moving from 10Gbps to 40Gbps [3] .
Chromatic Dispersion
Chromatic dispersion depends on frequency [4] . We all know rainbow is the best example of dispersion in nature of chromatic dispersion. In rainbow there is a spatial separation of white colour into a different wavelength of seven colours. However, dispersion also effects in many other circumstances. For example dispersion caused due to the broadening of pulses in optical fiber degrades signal over long distance. Usually we consider that dispersion effects for light waves, but it's also occurs in non-homogeneous medium geometry (e.g. A waveguide and in sound waves.). In single mode fiber (SMF) dispersion has main two component [5] I. Wavelength dispersion: This occurs because of different refractive index (R.I.) of core and cladding. Short wavelength light travels within core, medium wavelength light spread slightly into the cladding and long wavelength light spread much into the cladding.
II.
Material Dispersion : It is come from frequency dependant respond of material to wave. This cause propagation delay in wavelength relative to other. As chromatic dispersion is broadening of the signal in an optical cable whiles signal are transmitted. For dispersion, a propagation constant (β) is consider. It determines the speed at which pulse energy propagate in fiber. For propagation of electromagnetic wave (EMW) in a homogeneous and monochromatic medium [5] .
Propagation constant (β) = = ,
Where, = Refractive index of homogeneous medium.
Wave no.(K) =
Unit of propagation constant is radian/length.
Group-velocity dispersion:
It is the cause to pulse the signal to spread in optical fiber cable and degrading signal over long distance. As cancellation between group velocity dispersion and nonlinear effect leads to soliton waves. It is second order derivatives of β w.r.t. optical frequency.
β 2 = It is the key parameter governing the revolution of the pulse shape.
In absence of chromatic dispersion =0 When > 0 then CD is normal When < 0 then CD is anomalous. The following are the parameter for a dispersion which considers for transmission. The chromatic dispersion coefficient is a primary parameter for data loss [5] . To determine CD following equation are consider.
As D(λ)= Chromatic dispersion coefficient ; λ =Delay time of chromatic dispersion, the value of CD is numerically equivalent to the Gaussian value of pulse (in ps.) an initial spectral half width of 1 nm [6] .
Dispersion Compensation Technologies
To improve the transmission performance which effected by dispersion, A no. of technologies is proposed to compensate dispersion. Among them, various techniques are classified as: Dispersion compensating fiber (DCF), Chirped fiber Bragg grading, higher order mode fiber (HOM). In which the DCF mean dispersion compensating fiber are discussed below. A DCF techniques introduced in 1980 [1] , but until after introduction of an optical amplifier. A DCF is widely spread, attention and study. For 2 nd order and3 rd order dispersion value for SMF is negative. So insulting DCF, the average value is being closed to zero. For wireless C-band, a dispersion compensating fiber has negative dispersion value about 70 to 90 ps/nm.km, Use positive dispersion of transmission fiber [3] . For a relative position of DCF and fiber we introduced following method of compensation and of dispersion: Pre-Compensation, Post-Compensation, and Symmetrical/mixed Compensation method. In Pre-Compensation method is achieved by placing the DCF before a conventional single mode fiber or transmitter of the system. As in the Post-Compensation method, it is the reverse of Pre-Compensation means, here DCF is placed after SMF. In Symmetrical or mixed scheme, we consist here Pre and Post Compensation. The final result will be higher and more accurate than Pre and Post Compensation methods.
Methodology
Here for analysis purpose we can use optiwaves Optisystem version 12.0 software for simulation and designing of system. Optisystem is a powerful, innovative software tool for optical system designing. In figure 2 , we describe implementation of optical fiber system with single mode fiber. We can seen in the figure DCF is used after SMF means it Post-Compensated fiber method. In between SMF and DCF we use Optical time domain visualiser (OTDR) for measuring spectrum of Bit Error Rate (BER) and threshold value. In figure 3 , three compensation scheme shows. In table 1, shows parameter with use in simulation process. In the transmission section we use Mach-Zehnder modulator, NRZ drivers, laser sources, etc. A data source produce pseudo random sequence of bit at the rate of 2.5 Gbps. The output of this source given to modulator driver [7] . Basically NRZ pulse of the duty cycle 0.5 is produced from modulator driver [8] . Output of source is CW type and its at frequency of 1550nm or 193.1THz and spacing is 0.8 with P out is 5dBm Here, transmission fiber is 180Km SMF and DCF is 35Km long. This adjustment for to give fully compensation for the dispersion slope and accumulated dispersion in the transmission fiber [9] . The total channel length is 215Km long. Modulator of Mach-Zehnder has 30dB. At the receiver side optical signal transform into electrical signal using pin diode. Generally pin diode have responsivity up to 1A/W and dark current is 10nA. Also here we use optical filter at receiver sides. 
Mathematical Design
Here we gives mathematical module for DCF.
Bit Rate = 2.5Gbps, for 1550nm.; coupling loss (L) = 1dB; System Margin (M) = 5dB
Transmitted output power (P t ) = 0dBm; Receiver sensitivity (R) = -35dBm
In fig. 3 we see fiber optic system with DCF and SMF to reduction of chromatic dispersion. Dispersion compensated fiber (DCF) provide an optical medium with relatively large chromatic dispersion factor (D(λ)) at operating wavelength [6] .
If length of SMF is L SMF connected in series with DCF length L DCF Maximum allowable fiber loss = P t -(R+M+L) So, maximum allowable fiber loss = 0-(-35+ 1+5) = 29 Maximum allowable CD (t) = Maximum allowable CD (t) = = 100 ps Dispersion factor for SMF = 16ps/nm.km As solving equation (1) and (2) we get, L SMF = 170Km and L DCF = 9.5Km approx. 10Km.
Result and analysis
In optical communication systems, only optical signal to noise ratio (OSNR) could not accurately measure the system performance, especially in WDM systems. Typically, as a quality factor, Q is a one of the important factor to measure the optical system performance by which to characterize the BER [10] . As a Bit error rate is a total number of bit errors per unit time. BER is unit less quantity which measure performance of optical transmission system. as it express in percentage. For analysis of results we have used eye diagram. An eye diagram is graphical representation of overall performance of optical fiber system. A Eye diagram is actually a voltage diagram that displays a numbers of superimposed data pattern that resemble an eye. In eye diagram basic parameters that are analyzed include Qfactor, BER (bit error rate), Eye height and threshold value. In eye height is also called as vertical eye opening and it measure a noise margin of the system. Eye height is given by following formula Eye hight = P top -3*SD top + P base -3*SD base as, P top = Mean of most predominant peak of histogram for high logic. P base = Mean of most predominant peak of histogram for Low logic. SD top = Standard devation for high logic. SD base = Standard deviation for low logic. In table 2, we can see that, BER of the symmetrical method is 2.597e -32 means that it is better than other pre and post compensation method, If BER of system is less then, probability of error of bit loss during transmission is less and data transmission for long distance is achieve easily. Also Q factor of symmetrical system is 18.71 on 9.8km distance for both practically and mathematically approximately equal so, symmetrical compensation method is much better result than other methods of compensation. 
